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This paper offers an interactional perspective on the enrergence and
organization ofdisputes ill organizations. Organizations are analyzed as
interrelated dispute domains which consist ofstandardized and recurring
argumentation practices and constraints, orientations to interactions and
relationships, and role formats. The paper considers how organization
members orient to and treat disputes as disruptions of preferred
organizational routines and realities, and attempt to sustain the routines
and realities in the face of ongoing disputes. Two additional
implications of the perspective are also considered: how disputes are
transformed when they are reconsidered within differentdispute domains,
and how the rhetorical resources available to disputants vary withir and
across dispute domains.
Aspects of the research were supported by the Fund for Research for Dispute
Resolution, Grant No. G4-90-32.
All social interactions and relationships hold thepotential for arguments and
\ disputes. This is especially true of formal organizations and street-level
r bureaucracies (Lipsky, 1980; Miller, 1991) which are characterized by diverse
I
I perspectives and agendas, and fraught with major and minor conflicts. This
.'. paper develops a sociological approach to the emergence and resolution of
-I' everyday disagreements by treating them as normal and routine aspects of the
organizational interaction. Specifically, we treat disputingas one way in which
organization members formulate, express and justify their positions on practical
issues.y Disputes, are embedded.in. and-emerge from ongoing organizational
interactions and relationships which disputants define and redefine as they
formulate, express, and negotiate their arguments. They may emerge within
otherwisemundane and unremarkable interactions, or may take place in settings
explicitly organized for disputing, such as administrative hearings, court
proceedings, or mediationsessions.
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FOCUS AND ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER
This paper focuses on the relationship between organizational disputes and
their social contexts. We refer to such contexts as "dispute domains." They are
circumstances to whichorganization membersorient and which provide resources
and restraints for disputing. Dispute domains are interactional and interpretive
sites within and through which practical issues are formulated as disputes, and
responses to them are produced (Silverman, 1987). They are "local" cultural
contexts, "more or less regularized and localized ways of assigning meaningand
responding to things" (Gubrium, 1989:94).
While disputing is a potential aspect of all organizational interactions, and
any interaction is a candidatedispute, full-fledged disputes emerge when when
participantsorient to them as arguments, organize their subsequent interactions
with this orientation in mind,and hold themselves and others accountable to the
assumptions, concerns and interactional procedures that constitute the dispute
domain. Organizational disputes emerge and are managed within concrete
interactions about practical issues. Such issues include how to properly
understand the meanings and motives associated with persons' "troublesome"
behavior, respond to conditions that disputants agree are troublesome, and predict
future conditions in which interactants have an interest. Interactions become
disputes when interactantsorient to others as holding opposed and unacceptable
positions on issues of mutual concern, and orient to situations as contests
intended to determine whichof the opposed positions on the issues wiJl prevail.
Disputes do not always focus on the practical issues around which the
interactions are initially organized, however. The initial issues are conditions to
which organization members may respond in various ways, including ignoring
them, or treating them as nondisputes. Disputing responses are produced in
three general ways: (1) by taking opposed positions on the initial issues, (2) by
reconstituting the issues at stake and taking opposed positions on the new
issues, or (3) by portraying the organization of ongoing interactions as unfair,
inappropriate or otherwise unacceptable -- "arguing about arguing," as Billig
(1987) puts it.
. ._, _W~el.~bQf<:l~~'I!~~~~ ,~!t~rp~~ iq t!l~,~~~!!P~n.~_tJ)~t.follQ~:~_.first, we discuss the
theoretical tradition within which our perspective is situated, and how it differs
from other approaches to organizational disputing. We then examine how dispute
domains are socially organized, and their implications for analyzing
organizational routines. Finally, we conclude by discussing some implications
of the disputedomainsperspective for studying organizational disputing.
PERSPECTIVES ON DISPUTING
Our analysis draws froma number of sociological perspectives which stress
the complex interrelationships between social structure and human agency,
including symbolic interactionism (Blumer 1969), phenomenology (Schutz
1970), and ethnomethodology (Garfinkel 1967). Each perspective has been
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applied in diverse studies of organizational processesand relationships (See, for
example, Anspach 1993; Cicourel 1968; Emerson 1969; Gubrium 1988;
Holstein 1993; Loseke 1992; Miller 1991; Silverman 1975; Dingwall and
Strong 1985). Indeed, many of their assumptions and themes are central to
Giddens' (1984) approach to "structuration," which he offers as a theoretical
resolution to the structure-agency issue. Giddens (1984: 25) states that the study
of structuration involves
analyzing ... the modes in which [social] systems. grounded in the
knowledgeable activities of situated actors who draw upon rules and
resources in the diversity of action contexts. are produced and reproduced in
interaction.
Silverman's (1971) social action theory of organizations elaborates many of
these themes, anticipating much of the theory of structuration. As a theory of
organizational structuration, Silverman's framework emphasizes how social
structures and meanings are simultaneously constructed and sustained through
organization members' interactional and interpretive activities. He uses Berger
and Luckrnann's (1966) social constructionist approach to the sociology of
knowledge to analyze how situationally produced meanings become routinized
and institutionalized when organization members orient to them as autonomous
constraintson theirchoices and actions.
From this, Silverman outlines an approach to the comparative study of
organizations that emphasizes the complex interrelationships between
organizational structure and human agency. He states that such an approach to
organizations would focus on
I. The nature of the predominant meaning-structure and associated
role-system in different organisations and the extent to which it relies on
varying degrees of coercion or consent.
2. The characteristic pattern of involvement of the actors; differing
attachment to the rules and definitions of their situation.
3. The typical strategies used by different actors to attain their ends.
4. The 'relative ability of -different- actors- terimpose their Jdefmition'-e~fthe '~--;-:;.;. ....
situation upon others. The nature and sources of the symbolic 'sticks'
(resources) available to the actors; their relative effectiveness.
5. The origin and pattern of change of meaning-structures
(institutionalisation and de-institutionalization of meanings) in different
organisations. (Silverman 1971: 171-172)
In part, the concept of dispute domain incorporates aspects of Silverman's
perspective on organizations as interrelated settings and processes. We adopt a
comparative approach to analyze dispute domains that differ in their
meaning-structures and associated role-systems, patterns of actor involvement in
settings, actors' abilities to exert influence in settings, and strategies used by
actors to achieve their practical ends. Like Silverman, who offered his action
3
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THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF DISPUTE DOMAINS
Dispute Domainsas Argumentation Practices
Dispute domains consist of interrelated argumentation practices that
disputants use to organize and justify their positions on practical issues. The
practicesinclude the typical claims-and ftltionales participants use to justify their ~
positions (Toulmin, 1958, 1972) and the conversational practices that disputants
use to formulate and express their arguments (Button and Lee, 1987; Atkinson
and Heritage, 1984). Analysis of conversational practices focuses on the social
organization and related interactional conventions within situations, while
examinationof claims-making may emphasize the rhetoricof disputing.
From the conversational orientation, one way in which dispute domains
may be distinguished from one another is by analyzing their distinctive
turn-taking and speakership-allocation conventions (Sacks et al. 1978). For
example, legal proceedings are typically organized interrogation formatswhereby
questions are asked by predesignated parties, and testimony is produced only
through witnesses' answers to these questions. The major criterion for assessing
information and arguments in such proceedings is their legal relevance to the
~ispute~ arisin~ in organizations take place within distinctive dispute
domains which consist of the fundamental assumptions, concerns, resources,
restra!nts, and discourses held by selling members. Dispute domains are partly
organized around disputants' and dispute interveners (such as therapists,attorneys
and mediators) typical orientations to the purposes of social interactions, issues
that may be properly considered within them, and available resolutions to the
disputes at hand. For example, formal mediation and some forms of family
therapy are organized to produce mutually satisfactory, negotiated agreements
between disputants. In these settings, non-negotiated and non-consensual
responses are discouraged. Other disputing settings and interactions, however,
may be organized around the assumption that negotiated agreements between
disputants are impossible and that other forms of dispute resolution must be
sought, as in fonnallegal proceedings, for example.
While disputants and dispute interveners bring diverse and competing
interestsand argumentative styles to disputing settings, dispute domains involve
uniquenonnative and interactional frameworks to whichinteractantsmay be held
accountable. Dispute domains are thus organized as shared, standardized, and
, recognizable disputing expectations, roles and relationships that both constrain
participants'options and actions, and provide rhetorical resources for organizing
and advancing disputing positions. Put differently, disputes are organizationally
embedded (Gubrium, 1988). They emerge from the socially organized
circumstances within and through which organizational relationships are
constructed and sustained, settings where work is done.
The following sections consider three major and related aspects of the social
organization of dispute domains. They analyze dispute domains as
argumentation practices, situated traditions, and role formats,
it is possible to take up their insights about the different ways in which men
define their situation and the limits on their rationality in order to examine
the varied meaning systems and patterns of interaction that develop in
organisations. Systems in themselves, therefore, only have problems from
the perspecti ve of the participants, and there are as many different problems
as there are definitions of the situation and ends.
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theory as an alternative to dominant systems and positivist approaches to -..;. 'I'
organizations, our analysis is a response to more traditional approaches to
organizational conflict. I
Two of these approaches merit discussion. The first locates the sources of
organizational conflict in extra-situational factors. For example, Marxist
analyses of industrial organizations often stress class-based sources of conflict in
organizations (Nichols and Armstrong 1976; Nichols and Beynon 1977).
Similarly, Kanter's (1977) functionalist analysis of gender relations within '
corporate hierarchies stresses the structural sources for conflicts of interest
between managers and their secretaries. Corwin's (1970) analysis of teacher
militancy also emphasizes how organizational conflict is related to
professionalization,bureaucratization,and structural crystallization.
Our approach does not deny that there may be extra-situational factors
associated with organizational conflict. However, an overemphasis on such
factors obscures the socially accomplished character of contlict that is organized
and pursued within the practical contexts of organizational settings. Thus, our
approach focuses on social interaction and the circumstances associated with
organization members' expression of complaints against others, negotiation of
the complaints, and resolution of their differences.
A second traditional approach emphasizes how organizational
decision-making (including decisions about engaging in and resolving disputes)
is rationally organized. Perrow (1979) frames the approach as neo-Weberian, and
it is perhaps most usefully developed by Simon (1957), March and Simon
(1958), and Cyert and March (1963). These studies emphasize how organization
members are not motivated by a desire to get the best deal available, but to get a
satisfactory one. The neo-Weberians have extended this line of reasoning to the
analysis of organizational systems and disputing within them. For example,
March and Simon (1958) examine how disputes emerge when organization
members make competing choices that are intended to satisfy opposed personal
and/or organizational interests.
While organization members act in ways that might be considered rational,
social life in organizations is more varied and complex than the neo-Weberians .1
suggest This is not to say that their approach is wrong, only that it is narrow!<I.~ " ... - ... • ..;aifd· oftiIfiiti!lt t1S"e in analyzing diverse organizationaldisputes and dis;putirig "I';
settings. As Silverman (1971: 206) states,
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Here we go again. [To a nonexistent client.] "Do you know why you are
here?" [To the other staff member.] Don't you love asking that? ...And they
(clients] always say no. That goes to show you that they don't tell 'em
anythin.~ at.It~~] welfare [deQaI1.me~~J{~elf~~officials say.] "'you have to_.,.. , _ ~
go over to register for WIN to get your [welfare] check." They come here
and we say. "Do you know why you're here?" and they' go, "No. not really:'
[WIN officials reply,] "You gotta look for work." [Clients respond.] "Oh,
but there aren't any jobs out there. It [WIN officials say.] "Oh, okay, then
you don't have to look for work. It [To the other staff member,] Wouldn't you
love to say that? You don't have to look for work. (Miller, 1991: 78)
disputants may appeal in pressing their argumentative claims and countering
others' arguments.
Analysis of dispute domains as argumentation practices, then, points to
some of the ways in which disputes are organized as political relationships
within local cultures. They are practical reasoning processes that, as Willard
(1982, 1983) notes, involve testing the "fit" between ideas and audiences,
particularly other disputants and dispute interveners (Perelman, 1982).
Reasoning and persuasion are thus linked in organizational disputing because
disputants assess the viability of candidate claims, warrants, and logics by
assessing their persuasiveness for concrete audiences.
Dispute Domains as Situated Traditions
Organization members recognize and orient to dispute domains as typical
ways of interacting and disagreeing, situated traditions of activity and interaction
(Willard 1982, 1989). The traditions include the disputing forms associated with
the seemingly spontaneous disputes that sometimes emerge in routine
organizational interactions (such as professional-client interactions), disputes that
emerge in staff meetings involving persons who represent competing
organizational factions, and officially defined disputing procedures such as
adjudication and mediation sessions.
Indeed, organization members often anticipate disputes as part of their
routine, professional interactions. Consider, for example, the following
statement made by a staff member of a Work Incentive Program [WIN] to a
colleague prior to a meeting with a new client. WIN is the work component of
the Aid to Families with Dependent Children [AFDC] program. Many clients
who receive AFDC benefits are required to also enroll in WIN which is
concerned with helping clients identify and obtain jobs that will be them
economicaJIy self sufficient.
While this statement may bedismissed as a cynical, self-serving, and overly
simplistic caricature of typical WIN staff-client interactions, it also highlights
aspects of staff-client disputing in WIN that are very real to staff members.
Specifically, the statement describes how initial staff-client interactions are
organized as question-answer sequences, staff members' practical concern for
introducing clients to WIN expectations and procedures in such interactions, and
t
f
i
challenges, etc., may be formed rather differently than they are in other
sequential environments, that is where there is no constraint to produce
them in question sequences. Secondly, the challenge, blame, or whatever,
should arise from the information which is drawn out in the question. Thus a
counsel has to design questions so as to elicit, or get the examined party's
agreement to, certain facts or information, the effect of which wiII be to
challenge or blame the witness/defendant.
6
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issues at hand. Disputants must reorganize disputes that they may have :
previously treated as broad-based conflicts, recasting their arguments and
justifications within the context of more limited, concrete, and verifiable claims
about actions and events.
Legal hearings often turn into culpability contests, where blame is assigned
for "improper" or "illegal" actions, and participatns are held accountable for what
they have done and said. Legal disputants' interest in challenging and blaming
others is constrained by the social organization of speakership turns and practices
within legal proceedings and settings. Here, in contrast with other sorts of
dispute domains, participants may challenge and blame others only through
question and answer sequences. As Atkinson and Drew (1979: 105) point out,
the consequences of this format are that
Disputing contexts and settings may also be organized as orchestrated
encounters (Dingwall, 1980), that is, speech-exchange systems in which one
party determines who speaks and the topics about which others may properly
speak. Mediation sessions, for example, may be organized around one or two
mediators who assume responsibility for initiating, monitoring, and guiding the
mediation process. The disputing parties direct their talk toward the mediators,
even when they are responding to accusations made by other disputants, with
direct accusations and conflict being avoided. Mediators manage the interactions
by "using sanctions, changing topics, redirecting a question, uttering minimal
responses, and other similar techniques" (Garcia 1991:827). Thusvorcbestrated
encounters differ from conversation-like disputes in which all participants may
influence the allocation of speakership. They are more tightly focused and tend
,.tohave-a morelimited-range of topics that may bediscussed than do free-ranging
disputes.
. When we analyze dispute domains in terms of argumentation practices, the
focus is on the rhetorical procedures used by disputants and dispute interveners
within and across dispute settings. Participants and interveners use the rheorical
procedures available within diverse dispute domains to organize and pursue their
practical interests in dispute settings, and produce moral backgrounds (or
universes) for assessing their own and others' argumentative positions and
actions in the settings (cf. Ibarra and Kitsuse, 1993). Moral backgrounds might
be characterized as "good reasons" (Fisher, 1987), collective representations
(Durkheirn, 1965), and/or schemes of interpretation (Schutz, 1970) to which
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clients' typical argumentative responses to staff ~e.~bers' port.ray~ls of ",:,IN.
The staff member's statement simultaneously casts Initial staff-client Interac~lons
as potential disputes and describes the ways in which disputes emerge within
such interactions. The statement also casts staff members as accountable for
their responses to clients' claims and justifications. Th~t is, regardless ~f their
personal inclinations,staff members are not free to let chents to stop looking for
work.
Dispute domains, then, are shared practical underst~ndings .of,. and
orientations to, the troubles and their typical remedies that typify organizational
interactions. Participants' understandings of, and orientali~ns to, ~isp~tes are
reflexively relatedbecauseorganization members'unders~nd!ngs o.f sll~atlons are
partly based on their experiences in previous and ~Imtlar. sltu~uon.s, ~nd
organization members use their understandings of past Inl~ractlons In or~enl~ng
to ongoing interactions as potentially troublesome. In this ,!,ay, org~nlzatlon
members produce known and recognizable types of conflict to which they
respond in anticipatable and recuning ways.
Dispute Domains as Role Formats
Finally, dispute domains may be analyzed as role formats or
institutionalized activity systems (Strong, 1979). In the~e. systems, a~to~s
collaboratively manage their mutual encounters by ~rganl.zlng t~em wll~ln
culturally shared and standardized forms of social relatl~nshlp an~ Interpretive
frameworks, that is, roles. But roles do not determine behavior. Instead,
interactants orient to role formats as resources for organizing their behaviorand
as practical constraints on their decisions and actions. As Strong (1979: 13)
notes, role formats
constitute a resource to which all kinds of problem may be brought for
solution, so long, that iS9 as the participants agree. In essence, role
formats are not structures which totally determine action but are instead
routinized, culturally available solutions which members 'use' to solve
whatever problems they have at hand.
Role formats are thus practical conditions within and through "which
organization members manage their mutual int~ract~ons, inclu~ing their
disagreements. They influence, but do not determine, Int.eractants efforts.to
define and act in situations. For example, Strong charactenzes the usual socI~1
relationship between pediatricians and middle-class parents as the burea~crallc .
role formal. Social interactions organized within this role format are pohte and
friendly encounters in which pediatricians treat parents as c~ri?g and co~petent.
Strong contrasts these interactions with those organized within the chanty role
format, '.
Relationships within the charity format are organized around the
pediatricians' assumption that parents (us~al1y working~clas~ and ,poor pare~ts)""
are likely to be incompetent and/or uncanng about their children s well being:"
8
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Th~ p~ysicia~s are co~cerned with identifying signs of parental inadequacy in
their mteractlOns. SIgns produced in otherwise routine and unremarkable
in~eract!ons are often cited to formulate and express complaints about parents'
, on~ntatlons ~o parenting and their parenting practices, and to challenge parents'
~Ialms to being competent parents. Disputes were produced when physicians'
Instructed parents on how they should properly orient to their children's health
and behavior. Consider, for example, the followingexchange:
Dr. S: Are there any other problems?
Mother: Well, he chews cigarette ends ... (laughs) ... It's very difficult to
stop him.
Dr. S: Why are you laughing? Do you think it's funny?
Mother: No, I don't think it's funny.
Dr. S: Well, why did you laugh then; do you always laugh at this? (Strong
1979: 44)
I~ ~um, dispute d?mains are shared, standardizedand recognizable ways of
organizingand managing troubles. They are social contextsof disagreementand
argumentation -- local cultures within which disputants and dispute interveners
fonnu!ate, organize, and articulate their practical interests, and assign meanings
to their own and others' actions. Organization members must formulate and
describe contested issues in ways that are recognizable as instances of known
disputing practices and traditions. In so doing, participants provide the
interpretive framework for assessing the persuasiveness and "truthfulness" of
disputants'competing argumentative positions.
INTERACI10NAL EMERGENCEOF ORGANIZATIONAL DISPUTES
Organizational disputes emerge within, and are built from, the rhetorical
resources available to interactants in ongoing, often routine social interactions.
Such resources include the organization of speakership rights in settings,
detenninationof the issues to which interactantsare expected to attend, presence
.of ~th~ers ~i~~ .si~~lar interests_in t~~ issues at hand, and availabilhy of
.documents ana/or other materials thai interactants might use to justify their own
claims and counter the claims of others. Thus, nneracrams' opportunities to
challenge others, press their claims, and rebut others' counter arguments are
influenced by the social organization of the initial interactions within and
. through which their disputes emerge.
Otherwise mundane and unremarkable organizational interactions, then,
provide the conditions of possibility for disputing, withcontextual factors often
;promoting the interests of some potential disputants over others. For example,
ta major practical interest of some organization members is their concern for
.managlng social interactions in predictable ways in order to produce
;organizationally useful outcomes. Organization members who refuse, or are
unable, to interact in preferred and predictable ways may be treated as
9
Gubrium highlights two major aspects of organizational disputing. First, he
shows how disputes emerge within the mundane interactions that constitute
most of everyday life in organizations. By orienting to patients' questions and
claims as disruptions and inappropriate behavior, the staff members produced
social conditions for treating virtually all of the issues raised by patients as signs
of opposition and aspects of arguments. In addilion, patients who challenged
staff members were framed as disruptive for having violated staff members'
expected and preferredorganizationof speakership turns.
Second, Gubrium's analysis suggests how dispute domains are organized as
accountability structures (Holstein 1993)and how disputants are held accountable
to the practical concerns and assumptions around which dispute domains are
organized. Gubrium describes how organization members can be held
I accountable to typical, expected and/or preferred interactional patterns and
interpetive procedures. Members who fail or refuse to organize their actions in
expected and preferred ways are subject to criticism, and may be considered
disruptive,confrontational, and or out of line. Such characterizations might later
becited in challenging members' claims to social competence and other desired
identities.
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argumentative and disruptive. This section analyzes how disputes i~ ro~tine
organizational interactions are cast as disruptions, and how organizauonal
routines and realities are maintained through such responses to emergent
disputes.
Disputes as Disruptions ofOrganizational Routines
Organization members' concern for predictability is related to at least two
factors. First, disputes are potential "reality disjunctures" (PolI.ner, 198?).
Typically persons in the course of everyday life a~sume that ~ SIngle soc~al
reality exists separate from persons' own interprela110~S and actJon~. PotentIal
disjunctures emerge when the "facts" of a situation might be experlenc.ed and
reported in different ways by differentpersons (or by the same personsat different
times). Conflicting trial testimony is a prime example '. Perso~s c~unter the
possibility that more than one reality might exist by treating reality ~Isputes as
disagreements about the "true" meaning of objects, events, and/or IS~U~~; one
position is always argued to be faulty, the other~ real. The poss!blhty ~f
multiple realities is not considered. In so d~lng, p~rsons ~ffl~m the~r
common-sense assumption that there is one SOCIal reality and justify their
treatment of some portrayals of reality as more accurate or trust-worthy than
others.
Second, organization members'concern for predictable interaction relates to
their practical interest in being perceived and treated by others as.competent
professionals. Specifically, organization members ~ften treat .thelr own. and
others' abilities to manage routine interactions as signs of their professional
competence. To accomplish these goals, organization members ma~ atte~pt to
increase the potential social costs for interactants who challenge their p~sltlons,
or argue for alternative understandings of the issues a~ hand. ~ons~der, for
example, Gubrium's (1980) analysis of geriatric staff-patl~nt meeungs Inten~ed
to produce mutually agreeable understandings of, and onentauons to, nursing
home patients' troubles and treatments.
Staff members oriented to the meetings as potentially troublesome
encounters in which they wished to appear as competent and knowledgable, not
'. ~bi1rary.9r,~e!f:.i~t~~s.~~ {Qq~r.i-,~~\.l.?~O::. 3~9) ..;._Ih_s.m~~ti~gs ~ere organ!zed
as "this-is-your-life-routines" in which staff members descnbed and ~ummanzed
patients' organizational histories and current circumstan~es by re~dln,~ sel:cted
entries from patients' charts. For staff members, cooperauv~ patients.
responded to the reading of the charts by noting factual errors, affirming tha.t the.
charts were generallyaccuratedescriptions of their circumstances,and sometimes
elaborating on staff members'descriptions of their lives and troubl~s. ..
Disputes emerged when patients objected to staff members descriptions.
Staff members treated these objections as disruptions of the expected and.
preferred interactional organization of the meetings, and as c~alle~ges to. staff
professionalism. Gubrium (1980: 340) characterizes the emerging dispute In the
following way:
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Should patients persist in objections, they may be glossed over as the
briefing is completed over them.... Should patients' disagreement grow
beyond what is taken to be routinely acceptable, they are reminded that their
behavior is "inappropriate." They may even be told, with patronizing
firmness, "Adults simply don't act that way," or "We mustn't be so
childish," or "Let's try to be calm and more reasonable about this." With
the patient's persistence, the interaction of the patient and staff members
may spiral into an exchange where the patient becomes increasingly
enraged with staffers' diversion from what the patient takes to be the issue at
hand and where staffers, in tum, increasingly become irritated by what they
believe to be the patient's unrealistic. immature conduct. Should the patient
refuse to calm down and cooperate in decorously completing the routine, the
patient is led from the meeting, whereupon the staffing is completed.
Disputing and the Maintenance.ofOrganizational Routines '. . .. ---.- ~ ...
Organization members often orient to emerging disputes as undesired
disruptions and threats to typical and preferred organizational routines.
Accordingly, they often rely upon standardized, organizationally embedded
argumentation practices and role formats to manage the disputes so as to restore
and preserve those routines, rhetorically sustaining typical organizational
realities. Organizational routines and realities are thus maintained by interactants
treatingemergent disputes as disagreements about the "true" meaningof practical
issues, rather than raising fundamental ontological questions. In so doing, they
sustain the natural attitude (Schutz 1970) that is fundamental to virtually all
forms of organizational reality and work.
Organization members also use these interpretive procedures to cast
"disruptive" others' claims as false and/or unrealistic, and as expressions of their
10 II
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inappropriate motives or inability to grasp reality. In so doing, organization
members interested in "orderly" interactions also cast themselves as responsible
and rational organization members, thus warranting their condemnation of
"disruptive." Such responses deflect attention from the issues raised by
"disruptive" others which might be treated as appeals to reconsider the
appropriateness of typical and expected routines and realities.
The episode taken from Gubrium's (1980) study of geriatric settings is an
example of how some organization members may cast others' complaints about
typical organizational practices and routines as signs of their bad motives and/or
irrational stats of mind. Perruci (1974) offers other examples in his analysis of
staff-patient interctions concerned with the possible release of patients from a
mental hospital. The analysis shows how patients who challenged dominant
organizational claims were cast as sick and in need of further psychiatric services..
In responding to patient challenges, staff members cast themselves as
responsible professionals, and justified existing organzational practices, routines
and relationships. Consider the following exchange.
[After the patient explains why she feels that her electric shock treatments
are forms of torture, the discussion to turns to her reasons for not wanting to
take a work placement. She states that she really needs to be set free from
the hospital. A psychiatrist asks.]
Q[uestion]. But if you stayed here on a work placement you'd be free to
come and go on your own lime. It would be just like a job.
A(nswer). No. You would still be controlling me if I stayed here.
Dr Craig: [cutting in] ... Do you mean we control your mind here?
A: You may not control my mind, but I really don't have a mind of my own.
Q. How about if we gave you a work placement in __; would you be free
then? That's far away from here.
A. Any place I went it would be the same set-up as it is here. You're never
really free; you're still a patient, and everyone you work with knows it. It's
tough to gel away from the hospital's control.
Dr. Stone [cutting in] That's the most paranoid statement I ever heard.
Mrs. Rand: How can you say that ..? That doesn't make any sense. [...
standing at this point] It's just plain crazy to say we can control your mind.
--iNupse'Rand turns to Dr. Stone who is looking-at her~)· ~.:;. lhad no idea- she
was that sick. She sure had me fooled. [turning to Patient again] You're just
not well enough for a discharge ... , and you had better realize that. (Perruci
1974: 158)
Finally, organization members may use typical organizational responses to
problems and potential disputes to justify organizational routines. They do so
by treating the outcomes associated with typical responses as evidence of the
correctness of organiztional practices and routines. Miller's (1991) research in a
Work Incentive Program (WIN) analyzes several interactions between a WIN
staff member and client who reentered the program after being expelled for failing
to cooperate with the staff. When the client applied for readmission, he wrote on.
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his application fonn that he "always wanted to be a politician to speak for us
peasants." The following exchange occurred during the ensuing registration
meeting with the client.
Staff Member: .... You have a real attitude problem. You know that? Look
at this [points to the WIN application form], anyone who puts down "l
always wanted to be a politician to speak for us peasants" has an attitude
problem.
Client: That's how I feel. That's how I am. I cut right through the bullshit
and get to how it really is. .
Staff Member: I cut through the bullshit too and I'm telling you this is
inappropriate. I have only seen you a short time here and I can see that you
are angry. How do you think job interviewers see you? Part of your
problem is your attitude. (Miller 1991: 162)
Near the end of the interview, the staff member told the client that his first
assignment would be to take a series of diagnostic tests at the local Alternative
Learning Center. The assignment was routinely given to clients who had not
completed high school. The client returned to the WIN office two weeks later
with test scores that were higher than either he or his WIN worker anticipated.
The staff member used the lest scores to reassess the meaning of the clients'
prior actions and attitude, casting the routine practice of having clients take the
diagnostic tests as justified. The staff member stated,
Here is an example of a gross error on my part .....This just shows ya why we
need outside, input, hard data. I mean, if you look at the guy. you'd never
guess he could do that [well on the diagnostic tests]. He did tell me that he
was good in school, but I didn't believe him. But he probably was good.
Well, it just goes to show ya. (Miller 1991: 164)
There are at least two major ways in which the dispute domains perspective
should be extended and elaborated. They involve analyzing organizations as
interrelateddispute do"mairi5;ancf describing the ways in which disputes move. ~-'
across, and are transformed within, organizational dispute settings. Both of these
issues have implications for viewing disputes and dispute management as both
shaped by, and sources for, the production and reproduction of organizational
structures and processes.
First, organizations can be analyzed as interrelated, intra- and
inter-organizational dispute domains. Disputing frequently involves several
settings which may be organized as increasingly formal occasions for resolving
! disputes. Formalization often involves third party intervention and increasingly
severe sanctions for disputants found guilty of wrong doing. Intra- and
i inter-organizational disputing stages may also be organized as appeals and
reconsiderations of previous disputes. However they are connected. interrelated
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dispute domains structure the ways in which organizational disputes are
formulated, expressed, negotiated, and managed.
Thus, a major way in which the analysis of organizationally embedded
dispute domainsmay beextendedis by developing empirically-based criteria for
analyzing,comparing,contrasting, and categorizing interrelateddispute domains
within which disputes emerge and develop. This paper lays the groundwork for
developing such a categorization scheme by focusing on the ways in which
dispute domainsare organized as argumentationpractices, situated traditions, and
role formats, Four factors might be emphasized in comparing and contrasting
dispute domains: (I) the settings within which disputes emerge, evolve, and are
managed, (2) argumentation claims and rationales associated with the settings,
(3) conversational practices usedby interactants to constitute the settings, and (4)
interactants'orientations to the proper management of disputes emergent in their
mutual dealings.
Studies of organizations as interrelated dispute domains are also
opportunities to analyze how organizational disputing is organized t~ pr~uce
and reproduce organizationalstructure and process. For example, while dispute
domains are aspects of general intra- and inter-organizational contexts to which
participantsattend in variousways, these contexts do not determinewhenor how
disputes emerge in concrete interactions, or how disputants and dispute
interveners will respond to them. Rather, disputants and dispute interveners use
the available resources to organizeand manage their disagreements. In doing so,
they take account of, and reproduce, the general contexts of their interactions,
including typical and expected organizational routines and realities, and dispute
careertrajectories.
Second, movement of disputes through interrelated dispute domains may be
analyzed as processes within which disputes are reformulated and transformed.
The reformulations generally involve new portrayals of the issues being
contested and new interactional procedures for expressing and negotiating the
issues. For example, Emerson and Messinger (1977) and Emerson (1992)
suggest that the micropoliticsof disputing are significantly altered by third party
intervention, frequently transforming both the substance and the interactional
.dy~a_~i.~~ ~fJb.e.dis..plJt~~.--.&~la.tedly? feJ~~.•p~L~.t .. (1.1 (1980-81) analyze how.
disputing issues which initially focus on the assignment of fault are transformed
when third party interveners refocus disputes around finding dispute remedies.
And Mather and Yngvesson (1980-81) note that third party interveners may
narrow disputing issues by organizing them within preferred and established
professional categories, or expand disputing issues by recasting them in
interpretive frameworks that had not previously been consideredby disputants.
Disputes involve more than the determination of how practical issuesshould
be handled, however. Social relationships, identities, and statuses are also
involvedand, in some cases, placed at risk as disputes emerge and change. They
are most obviously placed at risk because the social and practicalcosts of losing
disputes often increase as they move through interrelated dispute domains. For
example, each disputing venue involves new investments of time, energy and,
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perhaps, money by disputants. They may also involve other risks because
disputants and dispute interveners frequently orient to them as increasingly
problematic and, in so doing, invite the use ofproressively severe responses.
Disputantswho cannot adapt to the changing circumstancesof their disputes
I often find themselves disadvantaged in pressing their claims and justifying their
actions. Of special importance are the ways in which the disputing process
places some disputants at a disadvantage as conflicts move from initial
confrontations to more formalized disputing occasions. For example, some
disputants may be disadvantaged by third party intervention, which may
reorganize disputes within new turn-taking conventions, around new
assumptions and practical concerns, and within new disputing discourses.
Introducing legalistic procedures and guidelines may further alter disputing
dynamics, placing disputants who are familiar with legal or other
professionalized forms of disputing at an argumentative advantage (Conley and
O'Barr, 1990).
Thus, analyses of the transformation of disputes within and across
organizations promise to show how conflict and disputing are embedded in
contemporary organizations, organized within and across dispute domains, and
havepractical consequencesfor disputantsand dispute interveners.
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